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Product Information

w 161 marfa

For their architectural project, the inde/jacobs gallery building in Marfa 
Texas, Claesson Koivisto Rune designed a task light for Mr Vilis Inde’s 
gallery desk.

The small town of Marfa is best known as the home of artist Donald Judd, 
who bought several buildings and turned them into permanent installations  
of minimalist art.

A lamp for an art gallery should do its job and not steal any attention.  
The w 161 marfa lamp, a LED task light, is made of one piece of anodised  
or lacquered aluminium, folded three times. When seen from the side,  
the lamp is merely a thin line.

Minimal expression. Maximum efficiency in material, production, light  
and energy consumption. 

Design: Claesson Koivisto Rune
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w 161 marfa is made from anodised or painted aluminium.

The light technology is based on an energy-efficient, high quality LED 
solution, which gives a warm white light.

Available in a table version and a wall-mounted version.

Material

Integrated LED

Mounting
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Product name w161 marfa t w161 marfa w

Dimensions (mm)

Model Table lamp Wall lamp

Mounting Base Wall-mounted

Material Aluminium Aluminium

Cord length 250 cm 200 cm

Light source Integrated LED — included Integrated LED — included

Watt 5 W 5 W

Lumen 500 500

Lumen/W 100 100

Colour temperature 3000 K 3000 K

CRI > 80 > 80

Light source life  
expectancy

50.000 h 50.000 h

Light control On/off On/off

Energy class A+ A+

Packaging dimensions L49 x W24.5 x 14 cm (0.02m3) L31 x W9 x H9 cm (0.005m3)

Packaging weight 1.2 kg 0.5 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no.

White 7330492006987 161T102 White 7330492007038 161W102 

Grey 7330492006994 161T104 Grey 7330492007045 161W104 

Black 7330492007007 161T105 Black 7330492007052 161W105 

Blue 7330492007014 161T110 Blue 7330492007069 161W110

Gold 7330492007021 161T111 Gold 7330492007076 161W111
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P+46 42 284 010
F +46 42 284 081
info@wastberg.com
www.wastberg.com

Wästberg is a Swedish lighting company aimed at bringing back 
light to human proximity, by restoring the private spheres man 
has been deprived of during decades of misguided pursuit of 
efficiency and standardisation. The universally acclaimed lamps 
are created in close collaboration with some of the world’s most 
renowned architects, designers and lighting experts, and have 
earned prestigious awards for their combination of aesthetics, 
cutting-edge technology and resource conservation. 


